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Initiating her studies at the School of Fine Arts and completing 
them at the French National Circus Centre (CNAC), Chiara 
Marchese explores the relations between circus and 
puppetry arts.  
In The Weight of the Soul – Everything is temporary, her second 
creation, she reinvents her own apparatus – the slack wire – 
in order to make it interact with a human-sized puppet, made 
of intertwined narrow strings. 
All these lines end up creating images close to those of a 
drawing, nodding to the visual arts. Their apparent frailty 
echoes the idea of instability which is at the chore of Chiara 
Marchese’s work. An instability that is at once physical, mental 
and material… In The Weight of the soul, it is also expressed by 
a search for the ties, both sensitive and tenuous, that bind 
ours urges with rationality, in our human, unstable, brains. 
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INTENTIONS
Chiara Marchese

A piece that speaks of me, because it speaks of you. 
Of us.
A piece about our constant imbalance, and the 
deceptive notion of stability. 
Physical, material, mental, intellectual.  

In The Weight of the Soul – everything is temporary, I 
perform and play with everyday objects: medication 
blisters, lozenges, a gun, paper bills… I perform and 
play the artist’s defeat, the defeat of the person placed 
above all. I play with the constant tremor that is a legacy 
from my circus technique, the slack wire, and with what 
this technique has taught me. 

As a slack wire walker, perpetual precarity is my 
condition. In my previous piece, Mavara, I was wearing 
masks, and shedding one layer after another, as if I was 
undergoing some kind of moult in the course of the 
show. Only in the end did I acknowledge this state of 
frailty and precarity.

Le poids du ciel, Chiara Marchese, drawing, 2015



In The Weight of the Soul – everything is temporary, I have 
decided to go the opposite way.  
Acknowledging instability becomes a starting point, a 
deliberate radicality. I have decided to expose myself 
completely, as a scream to the world and its fiction of 
our daily lives.

Nakedness is paired with spontaneity. An aesthetic 
generosity serving an expressive fulfilment. I move from 
a delicately burlesque range to an ancient depth of 
expression.

My circus is about tremor and small frailties .
Lines
Public speaking
Trust 
Signs 
Threads
This tiny hair connecting our urges with rationality.

The artists who inspired me for this work are Maria Lai, 
Christian Boltanski, sculptor David Oliveira, Michelangelo 
Pistoletto and his Third Paradise. 
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For this creation, I have decided to work on a diversion of my original apparatus, the slack wire. It will resemble a music stave: pentafilo – 
including five lines and four underlining spaces.  As it comes in contact with the body, the device turns into an instrument where the strings 
become bows. As to the puppet, it will first appear as a tight interlacing of threads. They constitute a network of signs, as a representation 
of human thoughts for us to entangle, both metaphorically and practically. From this action will emerge a creature made of threads, with a 
body of fragile lines. As it touches my body, it will come to life, through a manipulation close to a subtle vibration. The puppet will enable me, 
through its conception, to collide with matter itself, so that the meeting of flesh and thread becomes a sweet encounter, sometimes like a 
dance, sometimes like a common journey through sometimes elusive signs.

IL PENTAFILO



Like the lines of a musical stave,

five lines and four spacing lines

Are hung to the structure of the slack wire, five pieces of string 

Their width not more than one millimeter and trifles.

I play the note of my most intimate instrument 

My body hair will be the bows 
of this violin,
as
these strings will be the bows
of this instrument, my body. 
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A pile of strings on a corner of the stage. These are lines, signs: metaphors of human thoughts. 
Knotted, untangled, then tangled again.
 
From this a being is born, made of threads, drawn by fragile lines. 
It comes alive through a subtle vibration, a manipulation in contact with my body. I breathe life to it 
until my breath enters the matter. 

My flesh
meets with it,
and we dance
A sweet encounter 
I only go in and out

We journey together through all these signs, all these drawing we found so moving.

THE PUPPET
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Chiara Marchese was born at the foot of the Etna volcano during the spring of 1988. 
On her island, a land rich with stories and natural beauties, she started learning art 
through painting. After completing her studies in decoration and scenography at 
the Catania Academy of Fine Arts, she discovered the art of the slack wire. She 
then decided to leave to ensure her artistic growth. 
For three years, she studied at the Vertigo school in Turin, where she learned the 
fundamentals of slack wire technique with Arian Miluka.
She was accepted at the French National Centre for the Circus arts (CNAC 26th 
promotion) and graduated in 2014. She performed in Over the Cloud, directed by 
Jérôme Thomas. During her years at CNAC, she reconnected with the visual arts 
and was introduced to puppetry arts under the guidance of Morgane Aimerie 
Robin and Chloé Sanchez, both students at ESNAM (National Superior School of 
Puppetry Arts of Charleville-Mézières). Since graduating, Chiara has performed 
in Les Inouïs by Belgian company Théâtre d’un Jour, then collaborated to the Bibi 
project of company Ruska, involving puppets, music and visual arts. In 2016, Chiara 
created her solo, Mavara, a choreographic piece uniting circus and puppets, which 
is currently still touring in a roster of festivals in France and abroad. 
In 2018, she worked with Eloi Recoing at ESNAM (National Superior School of 
Puppetry Arts of Charleville-Mézières) 
Chiara has been mentioned, along with other visual artists, in a thesis work of the 
university of Sorbonne Paris 3 on circus and puppets. She has been a contributor 
of the Circus Arts Encyclopaedia published by CNAC and the French National 
Library. Her work is also mentioned in the book Du fil à la slackline, as well as in 
books by Bernard Andrieu regarding body philosophy. Today, Chiara focuses her 
research at the crossing of different disciplines: circus, puppetry, visual arts, dance, 
theatre performance, in her next solo project, The Weight of the Soul – Everything 
is temporary. 

Since 2020 Chiara has been a companion artist of the Porte27 collective.

Currently in creation
The Weight of the Soul – Everything is temporary 

Creation 2021 (search for partners is ongoing).

Touring show
Mavara

Find more information here:
https://www.chiaramarchese.com/mavara

CHIARA MARCHESE

https://www.chiaramarchese.com/mavara


Je suis un messager, Chiara Marchese, drawing, 2019



PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS – WORK IN PROGRESS 

December 2nd 2020 Espace Périphérique, Paris
Professional audience

February 26 2021 Cirk’Éole, Montigny-les-Metz
Professional audience

March 12 2021 La Cascade, Bourg-Saint-Andéol
Public professionnel

April 30 2021 à La Grainerie, Balma (en cours)

Public and professional audience

May 21 2021, Room 100, Split, Croatia
Tout public

June 2 2021, Festival Cirkobalkana, Zagreb, Croatia

September 25 2021, Festival Cirkobalkana, Belgrade, Serbia

September 30 to October 2, Théâtre de la Cité Internationale, Paris  Cirkusnext presentartions

CREATION DATE 

November 12 2021  Sirque, Nexon

Novembre 18 2021 Marionnettissimo festival, Tournefeuille ( La Grainerie program )

SCHEDULE



Equilibre sur cahier, Chiara Marchese, drawing 2019



All things artistic
Chiara Marchese

chiaramarchese.circo@gmail.com
+0033 613 98 97 68 

Production
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